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Purpose: Long-acting injectable (LAI) antipsychotic paliperidone palmitate 3-month
formulation (PP3M) is indicated in the United States for the treatment of schizophrenia only after
adequate treatment with paliperidone palmitate 1-month formulation (PP1M) for $4 months.
This analysis aimed to identify patient and disease characteristics during PP1M treatment
associated with greater likelihood of achieving remission after transition to PP3M.
Methods: A post hoc analysis of a randomized, Phase III, double-blind, noninferiority trial of
PP3M vs PP1M (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01515423) was conducted in adult patients
with schizophrenia. Patients achieving clinical stability after 17 weeks of open-label PP1M were
randomized to 48 weeks of double-blind treatment with PP3M or PP1M. The primary objective
of this exploratory post hoc analysis was to identify demographic and/or clinical variables associated with persistent remission after treatment with PP3M. Multiple logistic regression analysis
identified the following significant predictors of remission: Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS) Marder negative symptom factor score, Clinical Global Impression-Severity
(CGI-S) total score, and Personal and Social Performance (PSP) total score.
Results: At double-blind baseline, a 1-point reduction in Marder negative symptom factor
score was associated with a 20% increase in the odds of achieving remission after PP3M
treatment; 1-point reduction in CGI-S was associated with a doubling in remission odds; and
7- and 10-point improvements in PSP scores, respectively, were associated with 42% and 65%
increases in remission odds.
Conclusion: Patients with early clinically meaningful improvements in disease symptoms
and severity while establishing stable PP1M dosage are more likely to achieve remission after
transition to PP3M.
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Schizophrenia is characterized by negative and psychotic symptoms, cognitive deficits,
psychosocial impairment, and diminished quality of life,1,2 resulting in heavy humanistic
and economic burdens on patients, caregivers, health care providers, and society.2–6
Symptom remission is a necessary step toward functional remission and recovery,7
which entails being able to maintain meaningful relationships and functioning socially
and vocationally within the community.7,8 According to the 2005 consensus definition
of the Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group (RSWG),7 remission is “a state
in which patients have experienced an improvement in core signs and symptoms to
the extent that any remaining symptoms are of such low intensity that they no longer
interfere significantly with behavior and are below the threshold typically utilized in
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justifying an initial diagnosis of schizophrenia.”7 The RSWG
developed operational criteria to assess patients for remission
and, given the long-term course and intrinsic characteristics of schizophrenia, specified 6 months as the minimum
period during which symptomatic improvement must be
maintained.7,9 Analyses assessing the relationship between
RSWG remission status and other outcome dimensions have
shown that patients in remission often have better overall
symptomatic status and level of function and, to a lesser
extent, better cognitive performance and quality of life.10,11
For patients with schizophrenia, continuous treatment
coverage with antipsychotic medications plays an important role in achieving and maintaining symptom control.12
Uncontrolled symptoms often lead to disruptions in functioning and productivity, increased risk of hospitalization, and
increased caregiver burden.13,14 Interruptions in medication
coverage with oral antipsychotic medications are common
in this patient population.15–17
Long-acting injectable (LAI) antipsychotics eliminate
the need for patients with schizophrenia to remember to take
daily oral antipsychotics18 and may potentially help reduce
relapse frequency.18 Due to their extended half-lives, LAIs
may represent a buffer against medication interruptions, providing clinicians and caregivers with an extended opportunity
to ensure continued follow-up and treatment continuity.19
Because LAIs are administered by a health care provider,
recognition of nonadherence is easier compared with selfadministered oral antipsychotics.20
Paliperidone palmitate 3-month formulation (PP3M) is
an LAI administered once every 3 months for the treatment
of schizophrenia.21 Its efficacy and safety in patients with
schizophrenia were evaluated in 2 Phase III, randomized,
controlled trials.22,23 In the first study, patients symptomatically stable after a total of 7 months of treatment (4 months
of treatment with paliperidone palmitate 1-month formulation [PP1M] and a single dose of PP3M) and subsequently
randomized to PP3M demonstrated a significantly delayed
median time to relapse (not estimable) compared with those
randomized to placebo (274 days); 93% of the subjects
receiving PP3M had not experienced relapse at the time
of the interim analysis.22 In the second study, PP3M was
noninferior when compared with PP1M.23 After 48 weeks
of double-blind treatment with PP3M or PP1M, relapse rates
were 8% and 9%, respectively; additionally, improvements in
symptoms and personal and social functioning were similar
for both groups.23 Symptomatic remission7 was achieved
by .50% of the patients in both groups during the last
6 months of the trial.24
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As per the US prescribing information, PP3M is indicated for the treatment of schizophrenia after patients have
been “adequately treated” with PP1M for $4 months; to
establish a consistent maintenance dose, the last 2 doses
of PP1M should be the same dosage.21 Clinical stability
on PP1M in the transitional phases of the PP3M Phase III
trials was defined based on rating scales (eg, on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale [PANSS] and Clinical
Global Impression-Severity [CGI-S]). However, in clinical
practice, formal rating scales are not routinely used, and
“adequate treatment” on PP1M prior to the transition to
PP3M has not been clearly defined, leaving clinicians
without specific guidance. The aim of this exploratory post
hoc analysis of the Phase III PP3M noninferiority trial23
was to identify patient or disease characteristics observed
during the PP1M treatment stabilization phase associated
with a greater likelihood of achieving remission following
transition to PP3M in the double-blind randomized treatment phase.

Methods
Study design
Study 3011 was a randomized, Phase III, double-blind,
noninferiority trial of PP3M vs PP1M (ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT01515423); full details of the methodology
have been reported previously. 23 The study protocol
and amendments were reviewed by an Independent Ethics Committee or Institutional Review Board (IEC/IRB)
at each site (Table S1 for a listing of all approving IECs/
IRBs from sites with patient data included in this post hoc
analysis), and the study was conducted in compliance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was
obtained from all patients after study procedures and possible side effects were fully explained. Male and female
patients aged 18–70 years had a diagnosis of schizophrenia
according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) and a total PANSS
score of 70–120 at screening and baseline, with worsening
psychotic symptoms. Patients with known poor response or
intolerability to paliperidone or risperidone were excluded.
All psychotropic medications (including mood stabilizers,
and all oral antipsychotics, including paliperidone extended
release) were discontinued prior to starting PP1M. Patients
not previously treated with paliperidone received doses of
paliperidone extended release 6 mg/day for 4–6 days to
establish tolerability. Open-label PP1M was then administered to all patients for 17 weeks (Day 1, 234 mg; Day 8,
156 mg; and then flexibly dosed 78, 117, 156, or 234 mg at
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Weeks 5 and 9). The dose at Week 13 had to be the same as
the dose at Week 9.
Patients achieving clinical stability (PANSS total
score ,70; PANSS item P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, G8, and G14
scores #4; reduction in CGI-S score $1 from baseline)
at Weeks 14 and 17 were randomized (1:1) to a 48-week
double-blind treatment period of fixed doses of PP3M (273,
410, 546, and 819 mg) or PP1M (78, 117, 156, and 234 mg).
Blinding was maintained with the administration of matched
monthly placebo injections in the PP3M group when not
receiving active medication.

Efficacy endpoints
Efficacy endpoints in this post hoc analysis included PANSS
total score, PANSS Marder factor scores (positive symptoms,
negative symptoms, disorganized thoughts, uncontrolled
hostility/excitement, and anxiety/depression),25 CGI-S
score, and Personal and Social Performance (PSP) scores.
Symptomatic remission was assessed according to RSWG
criteria (score #3 on the following PANSS symptom score
items: P1 [delusions], P2 [conceptual disorganization], P3
[hallucinatory behavior], N1 [blunted affect], N4 [social
withdrawal], N6 [lack of spontaneity], G5 [mannerisms/
posturing], and G9 [unusual thought content] for the last
6 months of double-blind treatment before end of study).7

Statistical analyses
All analyses were conducted on the intent-to-treat (ITT) population, defined as all randomized patients who received $1
dose of PP3M and remained in the study for $6 months of the
double-blind phase. Demographic and clinical characteristics
were compared between patients who achieved remission and
those who did not use 2-sided t-tests for continuous endpoints
and chi-square tests for categorical endpoints. Univariate
logistic regression models identified demographic and/or clinical variables associated with persistent remission; significance
was defined as P,0.05, and trend was defined as P,0.10.
Although univariate regression analysis is useful for
showing basic relationships with achieving remission,
clinical practice suggests that multiple factors can influence
achievement of remission. Therefore, stepwise multiple
logistic regression models were used to examine the results
of the initial univariate models. Predictors were entered
sequentially, and after entering each individual variable in the
model, those that became nonsignificant were checked and
removed from the model (entry, P#0.2; retained, P#0.2).
ORs and 95% CIs were calculated. Finally, a multiple logistic
regression model was fit with significant predictors identified
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from the stepwise model. Model fits and diagnostics were
examined for violation of the assumptions of the logistic
regression models and for influential data points and nonlinearity. No adjustments were made for multiplicity.

Results
Patients
A total of 1,429 patients were enrolled in the open-label
phase; 1,016 were then randomized to double-blind PP3M
(N=504) or PP1M (N=512; Figure S1). Of the patients
randomized to PP3M, 411 (81.5%) completed 6 months of
follow-up and formed the ITT population and 260 patients
(63.3%) achieved remission. No significant differences in
baseline demographic characteristics were observed between
patients who achieved remission and those who did not
(Table S2).

Univariate analysis
Comparison of symptom scores at Week 17 (prior to treatment randomization) for patients who did and did not achieve
6-month remission (remission positive and remission negative) on PP3M treatment revealed significant group differences: lower mean PANSS total score and Marder factor
scores for positive symptoms, negative symptoms, and
disorganized thoughts; lower mean CGI-S total score; and
higher mean PSP total score (Table 1). No differences were
observed between remission groups on Week 17 PANSS
Marder factor scores for uncontrolled hostility/excitement
and anxiety/depression.
Univariate logistic regression models identified the following predictors of persistent remission on PP3M: PANSS
total score at double-blind baseline; Marder factor scores for
positive symptoms, negative symptoms, and disorganized
thoughts; CGI-S total score; and PSP total score at doubleblind baseline (Table 2). The predicted probabilities and
corresponding 95% CIs of achieving remission at various
double-blind baseline scores for PANSS negative symptom
factor, CGI-S, and PSP total scores are shown in Figure 1.
The probability of achieving remission is .63% when the
double-blind CGI-S score is mildly ill or better (#3) and
the probability of remission is .72% when the PSP total
score is .70, indicating that when patients are doing well
on PP1M (minimal symptoms or better), they are more likely
to achieve remission on PP3M.

Multiple regression analysis
In the stepwise multiple regression analysis, the variables
that remained significant predictors of remission on PP3M
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Table 1 Outcome measures at Week 17 of PP1M treatment based on 6-month remission status to PP3M
Outcome measurea

Remission positive (n=260)

Remission negative (n=151)

P-value

PANSS total score

55.2 (8.6)
56.0 (31.0, 69.0)
15.2 (3.5)
15.0 (8.0, 28.0)
15.1 (3.5)
15.0 (7.0, 22.0)
13.6 (3.1)
13.0 (7.0, 21.0)
5.2 (1.6)
5.0 (4.0, 14.0)
6.1 (2.0)
6.0 (4.0, 12.0)
2.8 (0.6)
3.0 (1.0, 4.0)
68.4 (9.3)
70.0 (40.0, 95.0)

61.0 (7.0)
63.0 (32.0, 69.0)
16.4 (3.6)
16.0 (8.0, 28.0)
18.3 (4.2)
19.0 (7.0, 28.0)
15.4 (3.1)
16.0 (8.0, 23.0)
5.0 (1.7)
4.0 (4.0, 13.0)
5.8 (2.0)
5.0 (4.0, 12.0)
3.2 (0.6)
3.0 (2.0, 4.0)
60.6 (10.1)
62.0 (31.0, 80.0)

,0.001
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Positive symptom factor
Negative symptom factor
Disorganized thoughts factor
Uncontrolled hostility/excitement factor
Anxiety/depression factor
CGI-S total score
PSP total score

0.001
,0.001
,0.001
0.25
0.17
,0.001
,0.001

Note: aValues are mean (SD) and median (range) at Week 17.
Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PP1M, paliperidone palmitate 1-month formulation;
PP3M, paliperidone palmitate 3-month formulation; PSP, Personal and Social Performance.

were as follows: Marder negative symptom factor score at
double-blind baseline, CGI-S total score at double-blind baseline, and PSP total score at double-blind baseline (Table 3;
Figure 2). A 1-point reduction in the PANSS Marder negative symptom factor score at Week 17 was associated with a
20% increase in the odds of achieving remission after PP3M
treatment. A 1-point reduction in the CGI-S score at Week 17
more than doubled the odds of achieving remission after
treatment with PP3M. In this multiple regression analysis,
the odds of remission were increased by 42% in patients
achieving a 7-point improvement on the PSP and by 65% in
patients demonstrating a 10-point improvement on the PSP
compared to open-label baseline (Table 3).

Discussion
As treatments have advanced, remission has become a more
realistic goal for many individuals with schizophrenia.7,13
Patients who achieve and maintain remission are clinically
stable, with absent, borderline, or mild symptoms,7 and can
therefore devote more time to psychosocial and cognitive
rehabilitation.26,27 Although symptomatic remission criteria
are by definition focused on symptoms, significant positive
correlations have been observed between achieving remission and improvements in functional outcomes and quality
of life.10 Ultimately, many patients with sustained remission who have access to comprehensive well-orchestrated
rehabilitation programs may gain empowerment, maintain

Table 2 Univariate logistic regression model of predictors of 6-month remission
Predictors

Wald chi-square

P-value

OR estimate (95% CI)

Age, years
Sex, male vs female
Race
Black or African vs White
Others vs White
Duration of illness since first diagnosis, years
Outcome measures at Week 17
PANSS total score
Positive symptom factor
Negative symptom factor
Disorganized thoughts factor
Uncontrolled hostility/excitement factor
Anxiety/depression factor
CGI-S total score
PSP total score

0.03
0.04

0.86
0.84

1.00 (0.98, 1.10)
1.04 (0.70, 1.56)

1.08
0.12
0.20

0.30
0.73
0.65

1.74 (0.61, 4.94)
0.93 (0.61, 1.42)
1.00 (0.97, 1.02)

40.42
10.03
52.62
30.04
1.30
1.90
35.64
46.84

,0.001
0.002
,0.001
,0.001
0.25
0.17
,0.001
,0.001

1.10 (1.07, 1.14)
1.10 (1.04, 1.16)
1.27 (1.19, 1.36)
1.21 (1.13, 1.30)
1.08 (0.95, 1.23)
1.07 (0.97, 1.19)
3.55 (2.34, 5.38)
1.09 (1.06, 1.11)

Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSP, Personal and Social Performance.
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Figure 1 Predicted probabilities of remission using the univariate model for each significant predictor of remission: (A) PANSS Marder negative symptom factor, (B) CGI-S,
and (C) PSP total score.a
Notes: aSolid lines with 95% CI bands show predicted probability of remission. Markers at Y=0 (no remission) and Y=1 (remission) list actual observations.
Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSP, Personal and Social Performance.

satisfying interpersonal relationships, and be able to achieve
greater functional independence on the road to recovery.
In this post hoc analysis of data from the Phase III noninferiority study of PP3M, 63.3% of the eligible patients
(who were required to remain in the double-blind treatment
phase $6 months) achieved 6 months of symptomatic remission during double-blind treatment with PP3M. In another
analysis of this trial,24 50.3% of the patients receiving PP3M
remained in symptomatic remission and 42.5% achieved
functional remission (assessed using PSP scores) during
the final 6 months of the study. In the previous analysis, all
patients were included if they received $1 dose of PP3M
during the double-blind period, regardless of how long they

remained in the study; any patient who did not stay in the
study $6 months was automatically counted as not in remission (symptomatic or functional).
While remission was not a primary endpoint in the study,
the current analysis is intended to provide guidance on factors
during PP1M treatment that are predictive of successful treatment after transition to PP3M. The term “adequately treated”
refers to patients who met stabilization criteria during the
transition phase. We were able to identify PANSS Marder
negative symptom factor score, PSP improvement, and
CGI-S severity as predictive of achieving sustained 6-month
remission on PP3M. CGI-S severity had the greatest effect,
with a 1-point difference in severity more than doubling the

Table 3 Multivariate logistic regression model of predictors of 6-month remission
Predictors

Wald chi-square

P-value

OR estimate (95% CI)

PANSS negative symptom factor at Week 17
CGI-S total score at Week 17
PSP total score at Week 17
1-point shift
7-point shift
10-point shift

27.40
11.03
13.78

,0.001
,0.001
,0.001

1.20 (1.12, 1.29)
2.21 (1.38, 3.52)
1.05 (1.02, 1.08)
1.42 (1.18, 1.71)
1.65 (1.27, 2.16)

Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSP, Personal and Social Performance.
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25
Figure 2 Variables predicting achievement of remission with PP3M during the
double-blind treatment phase (multivariate analyses).
Notes: aScoring direction is reversed for the variable. OR indicates that 1-point
decrease in the scale score increases odds of achieving remission by corresponding
unit in x-axis.
Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; PANSS, Positive and
Negative Syndrome Scale; PP3M, paliperidone palmitate 3-month formulation; PSP,
Personal and Social Performance.

odds of remission. Because a 1-point difference in CGI-S
severity is considered detectable by clinicians, our findings
suggest that patients with clearly observable benefit on PP1M
monotherapy, received every 4 weeks, are among the most
suitable candidates for potential transition to PP3M. With
regard to the practical applications of the current findings,
the CGI-S is the easiest and most commonly used measure
in clinical practice. Although improvement on the PSP was
also associated with success on PP3M treatment, the PSP
is not commonly used in the clinic. However, asking a few
specific questions during patient interviews may potentially
capture similar information as collected by the PSP. Strong
correlations have been demonstrated between the total PSP
score and its Work and Socially Useful Activities subscale.28
Therefore, asking routine questions such as “Is the patient
working? …going to school? …doing household chores? …
participating in hobbies?” may be helpful in guiding treatment decisions.
Treatment with PP3M represents a different paradigm
in the management of schizophrenia, given the extended
half-life and resulting dosing intervals.23 Benefits associated
with PP3M include the requirement for only 4 injections per
year; the longer half-life of PP3M that provides effective
paliperidone plasma levels for an even longer duration,
allowing medication exposure beyond the scheduled injection
interval; and a longer period of symptomatic stability after
drug discontinuation in the event of scheduling challenges19
or patients who are temporarily unwilling to continue treatment. Patients may still be seen on a monthly basis for clinical
assessment, which can focus on areas beyond psychotropic
medication and therapeutic interactions, but the clinical
consequences of missing such visits would be diminished.
736
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This work has several limitations that affect interpretation of
the results. The variables tested in this analysis and its overall
findings are based on data from a single, controlled, clinical
trial database with an explanatory design that included multiple inclusion and exclusion criteria. Therefore, the results
may not be generalizable to broader patient groups. Furthermore, the participants were not selected randomly (eg, in the
double-blind treatment period, participants were an enriched
population that both responded to and tolerated PP1M through
the US label recommendations of adequate treatment) and
were treated in the context of a highly supervised clinical
trial that may not reflect results in a naturalistic setting.
Both design considerations increase uncertainty about the
generalizability of the results. The predictor variables tested
for significance in achieving remission were limited to those
collected as part of the clinical trial; thus, it is possible that
other important predictors of remission were not evaluated.

Conclusion
For clinicians, the key study finding may be that patients who
demonstrate global improvement on the CGI-S during PP1M
treatment, administered as recommended every 4 weeks
without supplementation, are likely to achieve remission after
switching to PP3M. In conclusion, patients who demonstrate
early clinically meaningful improvements in disease symptoms
and severity while establishing a stable PP1M dosage are more
likely to achieve remission after transition to PP3M.

Abbreviations
CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression-Severity; DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition; ITT, intent-to-treat; LAI, long-acting injectable; PANSS,
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PP1M, paliperidone
palmitate 1-month formulation; PP3M, paliperidone palmitate
3-month formulation; PSP, Personal and Social Performance;
RSWG, Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group.
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